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                               SHADOW COUNTRY
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Dr. Dan Jonas and his two children, Abby and 
Michael, pick up their sticks and move to the 
fictional Appalachian town of Woodsville, 
Ohio. Unresolved traumas and the guilt of his 
perceived past crimes have left Dan's life in 
freefall. The last job he can get is running a 
mobile health clinic serving an impoverished 
Syrian migrant community outside of town.  

Abby and Michael’s lives are no more stable. Their 
mother, Rachel, passed years ago. Young adult Abby 
longs to spread her wings and chart her life course, 
but she feels trapped as the family's only functional 
member. Twelve year-old Michael is an imaginative 
loner whose social growth has been stunted due to 
the family's transient lifestyle. Though the love in the 
family is strong, looming threats will test their unity.  
And their lives.
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The family's life is upended following the death of 
one of Dan's patients, a young Syrian woman 
swept up in the dark underbelly of Woodsville. 
What's ruled an "accidental overdose" by 
authorities at first takes on the appearance of 
murder upon closer inspection by Dan. And when 
the powers that be attempt a cover-up, Dan takes 
it upon himself to investigate. This puts him and 
his family in the crosshairs of sinister forces.

As Dan peels back the layers,  his efforts 
uncover the town's dark history of human 
trafficking operated by an Aryan drug 
cartel, "Prime Order," and a shadowy 
fraternal organization known as "The Birch 
Society." The criminal conspiracy's roots 
reach back to the town's inception, and 
these nefarious groups will stop at nothing 
to keep their secrets.
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Is it justice that drives Dan to seek the 
truth or something more personal? Is 
he willing to risk the fragile unity of his 
family to find it? And probably his own 
life? As it turns out, solving the 
mysteries of Woodsville may bring him 
peace for his past missteps. And the 
guilt that swirls around the loss of his 
wife, Rachel.

His descent into a murder investigation 
and the innocent nature of the victims 
trigger painful memories. Dan will face 
the ghosts of his past as an Israeli 
soldier during the Gaza War of 2014. We 
follow him back to that hellscape where 
the demons he carries with him to this 
day were born. For Dan, coming to 
terms with his past is inextricably linked 
to stopping the crimes occurring before 
him today.
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Abby and Michael are kidnapped when Dan 
gets too close to the truth behind the 
murders. Now it's a showdown between Dan 
and the Prime Order. Unbridled combat is 
unleashed as Dan draws from the darkness 
within him to free his children from their 
captors and save the town of Woodsville 
from evil. 

The fiery clash spares no one as Dan 
flips the town upside down to deliver 
justice and save his children. 
Subsequently, the criminal conspiracy is 
effectively dismantled, and the murders 
are solved. In the end, as the town 
heals, Dan and his family do as well. The 
sun rises on a new day in Woodsville as 
those without a voice are freed from 
their shackles.
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Shadow Country is an hour-long, six-episode, crime-drama series in the vein of "True 
Detective" and "Mare of Easttown" combined with the action and grit of "Walking Tall." 
The series centers on searching for a killer in the remote Appalachian community of 
Woodsville, Ohio. A mysterious town that for generations has buried its secrets along 
with those that could reveal them. Outwardly, the story is a murder mystery. But the 
actual subject is about a man's struggle to save his soul and his family. 


